A PingPong One-Time-Password system in Java application
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Abstract. The several techniques using technology based on biometrics, passwords, certificates, and smart cards can be used for user authentication in the accessible network system. One of the most popular areas in OTP authentication protocol can be used for authenticating a user by a server. It increases security by using a new password for each authentication while the previous password scheme iteratively uses a same password. In this paper we propose a secure user authentication protocol with one time password based on PingPong128 stream cipher.
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1 Introduction

More and more services are becoming available on the Internet, and many of these services require authentication. The most widespread solution for electronic authentication today is the use of a username and password. As the number of services grows so does the number of username and password pairs that the user needs to remember. Already many people are experiencing that it is impossible to remember all the combinations and therefore they use the same pairs for all their services and choose passwords that are easy to remember. This strongly reduces the security of an already weak authentication mechanism.

Several more secure solutions for electronic authentication exist, such as One-Time-Password (OTP) or Smart Card PKI solutions. They solve the security problem with passwords, but they most often increase the burden for the user. Extra hardware and software is required both for the user and service provider and they are often specific for each service so the user needs to deal with many different devices and procedures.

One-time password when the user demand an authentication, password which always creates with the method which it uses is having each other different values and once the password which is used to prevent reuse. The attacker was a eavesdropping on the network or the user password is forgotten the password, even if safety can be
guaranteed. Such one time passwords were normally used for Internet banking, but recently are also used when purchasing online games, music and videos. The demand for one time passwords is increasing and they are being used in more diverse fields. This study presented an password key creating method using Ping Pong128 stream cipher that create a strong new OTP key generator on web/mobile authentication.

In this paper we propose an web/mobile authentication system with one time password that is both secure and highly usable, based on multifactor authentication approach. It uses a novel approach to create an authentication system based on IC’s (Identification code) and message to enforce an extra security level for the traditional login in a username/password context. IC’s are user specific unique transmission identification codes which are issued by banks, companies or financial institutions to the user. Ayu Tiwari et al[4] have also proposed the use of SMS with used Transaction Identification codes in their protocol but it code is similar to One Time Password (OTP) and code is used only once that would be used to keep IC’s as secret codes on devices or mobile phones. In our approach authentication server generate only one time a secret code on devices and next round it will be change secret code value.

Chapter 2 of this study explains the OTP and PingPong128 stream cipher related study, and chapter 3 presents a password key creation method through extraction of PingPong-128 stream cipher. PingPong-128 is strong stream cipher function, it can create temporary one time password keys. Chapter 4 carries out a security analysis the presented one time password key algorithm, and lastly, draws a conclusion.

2 Related works

Normally when a user requests authentication, even after first contact, certain important services confirm passwords again. However, as explained above, the existing password system has many weaknesses, and a solution for this is one time password system. One Time Password (OTP) is a password system where passwords can only be used once, and the user has to be authenticated with a new password key each time. It is a password key creation method that makes it extremely difficult to predict the next password key based on the current password. A new password key is created in its own device constantly after a set period of time and the user has to enter a new password every time he or she uses the system, so it prevents exposure of the user’s password due to hacking or the user’s mistake.

OTP has much stronger security because the user has to enter a newly created password key even if his or password is exposed. The OTP is standardized by the IETF, and standardized again by verification related companies, and the RSA[11] and OATH[12] are carrying out the most competitive standardizations.

Within the combined web/mobile authentication, various studies have been made and different solutions have been proposed.

In one of the solutions tailored for the electronic payments [9], the communication protocol relies on SMS messages. These messages have various drawbacks: they can experience strong delays since they are not real-time; they have a limit of 160 characters and there is a privacy issue because the seller needs to know the phone number of the buyer. Another solution in [10], uses the authentication algorithm of the cards Subscriber Identity Module (SIM). Every SIM contains a secret key, known only by the authentication center which has released the SIM. Without getting into details,
one can meet security problems and various other issues related to the contractual agreements between telephone carriers and sellers. To resolve the weaknesses in the previous systems, an architecture presented multifactor authentication approach [4]. The use of more than one authentication method is referred to as multi-factor or strong authentication, the most common of which is two-factor authentication. A familiar example of two-factor authentication is an ATM card, where, in order to access your account, you insert the card (something you have) into the ATM machine and enter your PIN (something you know). Implementing multi-factor authentication has been growing in popularity as organizations look to increase security and meet the demands of industry and government regulations that require protection of sensitive consumer and employee information. Most organizations will typically already have a user name and password system in place for network authorization and access. Deploying a USB token or smart card solution is quickly becoming the method of choice for achieving increased security. Many factors contribute to the popularity of multi-factor authentication, including cost, convenience, and user acceptance.

2.1 Secure Authentication protocol

In this electronic age, where identity and data theft are on the verge of becoming commonplace, it is vital that a person’s digital identity be trusted at all times. To achieve this, a level of challenge can be invoked in the authentication process, forcing the user to prove their authenticity beyond a simple password. The more factors used to determine a person’s identity, the greater the trust of authenticity.

In terms of security, authentication is distinctly separate from authorization, which provides access to specific applications and data based on the user’s identity. Authentication ensures that the user is who she claims to be, while authorization defines her role once they are granted access.

Single-factor authentication is inadequate for high-risk transactions involving access to customer information or the movement of funds to other parties. Multifactor Authentication techniques can be used to provide secure web transactions using mobile phones and other devices.

Various methods have been proposed to provide multifactor authentication, like biometrics, extra hardware and software etc. However, the most practicable ones are those based on two separate communication channels. This technique is used in the present work. In the present work, we propose a multifactor authentication technique based on IC’s.

OTP Authentication: Another method to validate user account is OTP confirmation. The financial institution stores user cell phone number to provide multi-factor authentication [4]. We assume that users carry their mobile phone with them regularly and therefore can access web authentication server that get one time passwords by mobile internet. As a result, only valid users will get an OTP from the authentication server. After getting the OTP, a user can access the web.

When the authentication server receives right OTP it knows that the user is valid and that the user has.
IC Authentication: IC authentication is the technique which is used to verify both the user and the ongoing transmission. A IC code certifies that the current transmission has been initiated by the right person and that it is a valid user who is trying to access his/her account. IC codes are:

- Issued by the authentication server to its customers.
- An 8 bit or 16 bit Pseudo randomly generated code which is assigned to the customers.
- May be a complicated digit sequence or combination of numeric characters.

In our protocol the user will get a initiate IC code from the server according to their requirement. IC code is encrypted and stored on user’s phone application. The server will keep records of issued IC codes to its customers and match the same code during the online web transaction. A IC code value is changed after each transaction on server and phone application. Server can also decide to designate validity time period of ICs according to its standard organizational issuing policies, providing an extra security feature.

So, Multifactor Authentication is used to verify the user and the transaction by using following steps:

1. Web-Based Basic Authentication: Firstly, the user has to prove his identity to the Web server using a Web-based username/password based protocol for basic authentication.

2. OTP Authentication: After authenticating the web user using username/password, the user get one time password from Web server. Now user will insert one time password code to the web Authentication server.

3. IC Authentication: After authenticating the web user using username/password, the Web server demands a IC code from the web user. Now user will decrypt and insert one time IC code to uniquely identify his/her transaction and prove his/her identity to the web Authentication server. Authentication server to confirm his/her transmission.

2.2 Description of Ping Pong-128 Stream cipher

The elements of one time password system are a token included in a security/password algorithm or one time password key creating device, a authentication server and a authentication client. Since the one time password mechanism is also a program, it is programmed to be random, but the randomness breaks after a certain period of time and passwords become predictable so one time password mechanisms have the disadvantage of having to exchange OTP modules after a certain period of time. To handle key management, the idea is to rely on a one-way hash function such as MD4, MD5 and SHA. Some weaknesses have recently been discovered in the MD5 and SHA-1 algorithms.

The hashes are designed so it is very difficult to find two messages that produce the same hash, this is called "collision resistance". Because MD5 is 128-bit, by random chance you will find a collision by producing $2^{64}$ hashes. The weakness in MD5 is that a way has been found to produce such collisions with only $2^{42}$ hashes. This makes producing collisions practical and I have seen an example of 100 different collisions.

In order to overcome such weaknesses, this study presents a method of creating one time password keys in OTP Clients using Ping Pong-128 stream cipher.
Here we explain the Ping Pong128 stream cipher [1] and some analysis of generator. Stream ciphers are developed as approximation to behavior one time code. The one-time password uses a long string of key stream which consists of bits that are chosen completely at random. This key stream is combined with the plaintext on a 'bit by bit' basis. The key stream is the same length as the message and can be used only once clearly a vast amount of key stream might be required.

PingPong-128 is a specific cipher from the Ping Pong family of stream ciphers. It has two mutually clocking LFSRs and a single memory bit

Of the two styles of LFSR, the usual style is called a Fibonacci LFSR. To shift a Fibonacci LFSR, simply copy each bit to its neighbor on the right. The original rightmost bit is considered the output. The bit that is shifted in at the left is the parity of some specific subset of the bits of the register. The most important properties of an LFSR are that it has a low gate delay, and more importantly if the taps are chosen properly, repeated shifting will cycle through every possible non-zero value of the register. The other style of LFSR is called a Galois LFSR, which has the same properties as the Fibonacci LFSR, but is shifted differently. To shift a Galois LFSR, copy each bit to its neighbor on the right, except for the taps, for which the right most bit of the register is XOR'd in before the copy is done. The bit that is shifted in at the left is the original rightmost bit, which is also considered the output. Implementation issues both LFSRs in PingPong-128 use the Galois LFSRs rather than the Fibonacci LFSRs.

The Ping Pong LFSRs are of lengths 127 bits and 129 bits. Together with the memory bit they give PingPong-128 an internal state of 257 bits. PingPong-128 takes a 128-bit key and a 128-bit initialization vector to fill the internal state. Keystream generation The PingPong generator produces the output keystream by combining the LFSR sequences and the memory sequence

\[ P_a(x) = x^{127} \otimes x^{109} \otimes x^{91} \otimes x^{84} \otimes x^{73} \otimes x^{67} \otimes x^{66} \otimes x^{63} \otimes x^{56} \otimes x^{55} \otimes x^{48} \otimes x^{45} \otimes x^{42} \otimes x^{41} \otimes x^{37} \otimes x^{34} \otimes x^{30} \otimes x^{27} \otimes x^{23} \otimes x^{21} \otimes x^{20} \otimes x^{19} \otimes x^{16} \otimes x^{13} \otimes x^{12} \otimes x^7 \otimes x^6 \otimes x^2 \otimes 1 \]

Fig 1. PingPong Family generator
PingPong-128 takes a 128-bit key and a 128-bit initialization vector to fill the internal state [2]. The PingPong128 OTP generator produces the output key stream by combining the LFSR sequences and the memory sequence. PingPong-128 has two clock-control functions, \( f_a(L_a) \) and \( f_b(L_b) \), and the output keystream bit \( Z \) and memory bit \( c \) at time \( j \) are defined to be identical to the summation generator:

\[
f_a(L_a) = 2L_a 42(t) + L_a 85(t) + 1 \quad (3)
\]

\[
f_b(L_b) = 2L_b 43(t) + L_b 86(t) + 1 \quad (4)
\]

During this phase the whole keystream is generated constantly depending on the key and its past. The process is realized applying two similar functions named \( a_j \) and \( b_j \), and defined as follows:

\[
c_j = f_c(a_j, b_j, c_{j-1}) = a_j b_j(\oplus a_j b_j) c_{j-1} \quad (5)
\]

\[
d_j = f_d(a_j, b_j, d_{j-1}) = b_j(\oplus a_j b_j) d_{j-1} \quad (6)
\]

\[
Z_j = f_z(a_j, b_j, c_j, d_{j-1}) = a_j b_j(\oplus c_j) d_{j-1} \quad (7)
\]

PingPong128 has a pair of LFSRs of different lengths used a number of different feedback polynomials and took clocking taps from various stages of the registers. As a result, it is resistant against attacks based on basic key stream properties such as linear complexity and period. It defeats time-memory tradeoff and known attacks against the summation generator and other clock controlled key stream generators.

### 3 Password keys using stream cipher

The password key creation process starts with the user send a request to server. Then next process shows the randomly prime number selecting and reply to client. The process of creating a combination of permutation using the selected prime number by order, and creation of an OTP keys with PingPong128 hash function. OTP password generation begins with a secret key. This secret key can either be provided by the user, or can be generated by a computer.

![Fig.2 Password Key creation process design](image_url)
The password key creation process starts with the user insert his or her challenge to server and after the verified user information, OTP key generator gets plain password from server, as shown in (a) of Figure 2. This challenge is not used for one time password authentication. The range of this study starts after the authentication process is over, and is not related to authentication. However, another advantage is that it can be used together with another web-based authentication system. Existing authentication systems can be added to this study to create a strong new OTP key generator.

Key stream algorithm, key loadings and key renewal parts many do the resources and operation in necessity and KS() function, the encryption/decryption will be for the purpose of generating one time password. The key bit codes for generation are as follows:

```c
Key stream algorithm KS()
{
    fa = 2*LFSR1[42]+LFSR1[85]+1;
    fb = 2*LFSR2[43]+LFSR2[86]+1;
    for(iiii=0; iii<fb; iii++)
    {
        LFSR127();
    }
    for(iiii=0; iii<fa; iii++)
    {
        LFSR129();
    }
    zj = (byte)(LFSR1[126]^LFSR2[128]^cj^dj);
    cj = LFSR1[126]*LFSR2[128]^(LFSR1[126]^LFSR2[128])*cj1;
    dj = LFSR2[128]^(LFSR1[126]^LFSR2[128])*dj1;
    return (byte) zj;
}
```

As shown in (b) of figure 2, the PingPong128 key loading and key updates based on the two LFSR, will fill input value. (c) of figure 2 shows the process of move to next bit round in KS() function as follows:

\[ y_n = m_n \oplus z_n \text{ for } 0 \leq i \leq n-1 \text{ where } \oplus \text{ denotes bitwise exclusive-or.} \]  \hspace{1cm} (8)

d) of figure 2 input value of the user plain password, and will be used, such as the structure of Figure 2, the operations to generate the \( Z_j \) value is the OTP key value of output.

\[
\begin{align*}
y(1) &= m \oplus z \\
y(2) &= (m' \oplus z') \parallel y(1) \\
y(3) &= (m'' \oplus z'') \parallel y(1) \parallel y(2) \hspace{1cm} \text{ ....} \\
y(n) &= (m^n \oplus z^n) \parallel (y_{n-2})..(y_{n-(n-1)}) \\
\text{Keystream} &= y(1) \parallel y(2). y(n)
\end{align*}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (9)

PingPong-128 hash function is applied \( n \) times to secret key, thereby producing a hash chain of \( n \) one-time passwords values. The initial secret key is discarded.
The user is provided with the only one password, printed out in reverse order. Only the one password, at the user's list, is stored on the server. When the server receives the y, one time password from the applet it checks that it matches the one time password it created itself. If the values match the user is successfully authenticated. If the solution is part of a single sign-on environment an assertion is created that can be reused for several authentication procedures. The next section gives the complete protocol proposed based on the above technique.

4 Authentication protocols with OTP

The data flow and architecture, based on Multifactor Authentication techniques, is described in this section.

Fig 3. Multifactor secure Web authentication protocol using mobile devices

Below we describe each step of the above protocol.

1.) User gets username/password and Identification codes (ICs) from the Companies. Each user has only one username/password to their account, but IC codes are unique for each online transmission. So users will automatically get list of IC codes from the company authority according to their requirements.

2.) A Web-based username/password basic authentication is used to identify the user to the Web server.

3.) The username and password will be verified by the Authentication Server. After user recognition the user will get option screen to proceed further.

4.) The user will get a notification of a successful logging with require OTP message.

5.) The user will send request.

6.) The user mobile will automatically insert a IC code. Note that IC is stored, with password protection, with a local encryption on the cell phone. The user will first time insert the IC form company to next time it will be automatically give unique authentication to each web transaction. All details
of the operation, with attached IC, will be further encrypted by AES encryption technique and submitted to the web server. The web server would pass it on to the authentication server where it would be decrypted and matched with the list of ICs that have been issued to the user.

7.) The authorization server decrypts the received message and extracts the IC. It then verifies the IC received from the user by comparing it with the stored list of ICs in the user account information at server database. If both ICs match then it cancels the used IC from its database and goes to the next step. If no IC matched with those in database then the authentication server will deny the user transaction and display appropriate error message to the user.

8.) If IC authentication will success the server will generate PingPong based One time password using secure password from user database and send to user mobile phone

9.) The server will notify the user by a Message to acknowledge the successful completion of operation. Change IC values in the database. Change IC values in the mobile .

4.1 Implementation

J2ME is the preferred development platform due to the following reasons: the portability of Java code, the ability to reduce the network traffic by making use of the processing power of the Java phone to process data locally, and the ability to establish a differential security policy on the client that will perform the encryption operations according to the content and sensitivity of network data rather than encrypting everything.

Also, J2ME mobile information device applications (MIDlets) can operate over and make use of, the WAP stack to perform HTTP network interaction, without requiring TCP/IP. A side-effect of devising a general application-layer security solution using J2ME is that it provides a feasible solution to the traditional security gap in the WAP gateway [17]. This security gap is due to the security protocol conversion mechanism taking place in the WAP gateway between the secure sockets layer (SSL) encryption and the WAP wireless transport layer security (WTLS) encryption protocols. This protocol conversion leaves data in an unencrypted form at the gateway during the protocol switching process, which increases the risks to the confidentiality of data in the gateway [18]. HTTP is a stateless protocol. Each HTTP request is independent of the other requests and the protocol specification does not devise any mechanism that can group a series of requests as belonging to one user or another. Over time, several strategies have evolved to address session tracking; the most practical of these are the use of cookies and URL rewriting. The Java Servlet API provides the HttpSession object, which represents each user's interaction with the web server. The Servlet API specification requires that web “containers” implement session tracking using the cookie mechanism. The cookie interchange mechanism is similar to that taking place between a web browser and a web server with one difference – in our proposed protocol, the client MIDlet program has to explicitly send the session cookie back to the server for every request.
Our simulation of client applications has used The Sun J2ME Wireless Toolkit consisting of build tools, utilities and a device emulator. The authentication server is based on J2EE technology with web server Glassfish and database Mysql. Module Ping Pong One time password codes can be generated with secure password from user database we explain previous section. And Module IC codes are pseudo random codes and can be generated with pseudo random number generation algorithm.

The authorized person is responsible for the distribution of IC’s to the user cell phone via simple internet browser or a Bluetooth device and distribution process includes the encryption of IC’s for security reasons.

At server side, we have assumed IC’s and secure passwords are stored in database and there is strong security of Database management system and operating system with secure firewalls to protect server side data. The implementation of this protocol will not increase expenses of users significantly. This protocol can be easily implemented and executed on the current expenses charged by server from the users.

5 Security analysis

Since a comprehensive security analysis has been provided on authentication with web/mobile, and PingPong OTP key and key stream in this research.

5.1 Analysis of key and keystream

The key of the stream cipher is obtained using the function PingPong128. For PingPong-128, both key K and IV have a length of 128 bits, and together they fill 257 bits of internal state. The initialization process can also be used for rekeying. The process to generate the initial state for the key stream generator uses the generator itself twice.

The starting state of LFSR_a is obtained simply by XOR-ing the two 128-bit binary strings of the key, K, and IV. The first iteration cipher is run to produce an output string of length 257 bits. For the second iteration of the cipher, the first 128 bits of this output string are used to form the initial state of LFSR_a, and the remaining 129 bits are used to form the initial state of LFSR_b.

The cipher is run a second time to produce an output string of length 257 bits. The output from this second application is used to form the initial state of the key stream generator when we begin key stream production.

By employing the Ping Pong algorithm itself, we take advantage of both the known security properties of the algorithm and where K_1 and K_2 derive using the compression function y of the hash function h and they cannot be distinguished by the attacker from truly random keys. PingPong128 has a pair of LFSRs of different lengths that pair used a number of different feedback polynomials and took clocking taps from various stages of the registers. It was observed that the choice of feedback polynomials and clocking tap position did not influence the key stream properties.

The design strength of PingPong-128 is 2^{128}. It is therefore resistant against attacks based on basic key stream properties such as linear complexity and period.

But, a weak pseudo-randomness of y is required since the attacker that is trying to
find out the dependencies of $K_1$ and $K_2$ cannot see directly the output of the pseudorandom function on any input. In summary, as claimed by Hoon Jae Lee, Kevin Chen in [3]: “It defeats known attacks against the summation generator and other clock controlled key stream generators”.

5.2 Analysis of authentication protocol

Even though not strictly necessary, a specific security mechanism has been implemented on the connection through the encryption of any exchanged data by AES algorithm. AES is also used in the challenge/response procedure and in the dispatch of the Ping Pong OTP to the Mobile Device. As illustrated, AES is used with two elements: the secret key and the random data generated by the Authentication Server. The usage of more communication channels.

In a real scenario, a phishing attack would fail because, even with the unauthorized usage of a user’s basic authentication credentials, it would be impossible to complete all the steps involved due to the lack of the needed data, such as the secret password key and user identifier that are stored in the Authentication Server. The proposed system could present some critical points related to the Support Server and Authentication Server security.

6 Conclusion

Internet security is a recent important point of interest with the wide use of the Internet. Security systems against improper actions only perform well when all the parts consisted create perfect harmony. An important aspect of this work is to consider the Ping Pong one time password with authentication system.

The hash function of one time password system can be seen as a module that can be replaced in case serious weaknesses are found in the hash function or when new more secure or efficient hash function are designed. This study presented an OTP model with a password key creating method using Ping Pong128 stream cipher, and an OTP model that can adopt a password key creating algorithm that improve multifactor authentication protocol.
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